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Class Scenario (based on our study of Panic Disorders last week and our study of Drug Therapy several 

weeks ago): 

Individual comes to you for counseling who suffers from anxiety or panic attacks—especially when 

flying.  Is it okay from them to have a few drinks or use an anti-anxiety meds before boarding? 

Yes. 

Why? 

-Because the anxiety is causing real physical (versus psychological) pain. (1Ti 5:23; Pro 31:6)(“treat 

physical with physical, spiritual with spiritual”) 

-Because the drugs (incl. the alcohol) have a very quick absorption and elimination rate. (ex. Xanax) (1Co 

6:12—the idea of “mastering” infers something that is long-term versus short-term.) 

-Such approval of medication does not however mean that this person does not need counseling.  They 

still need to learn how to control the FEAR bringing on the attacks through the Biblical Prescription we 

looked at last week. 

“To treat the symptoms that are the result of how one is handling life is to bypass or avoid the real 

problems.” ~ Dr. Robert Smith 

(this scenario by the way is what we call a complex-complex problem:  there are more than one issue-or 

problem that must be addressed in order to bring relief and resolution). 

 “Mental Disorders”: PART 3 

Depression, Manic Depression (Bipolar Disorder), Schizophrenia (Bizarre Behavior), Panic Disorder 

With Agoraphobia (Anxiety), Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), Alcoholism (Addiction) 

Assumptions: (revised for ADD and Alcoholism) 

1.  We must rule out a spiritual problem before we look to a physical problem. 

2.  All Diagnoses assume nothing physiological or organic problem as the source of the disorder.  If there 

are physiological markers, they are symptomatic (or psychosomatic) in nature only. 

3.  We are NOT confident that those we are counseling are born-again followers of Jesus Christ. 

V.  Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) 

A.   The World’s Perspective 

1.  Diagnosis (DSM-IV) 



Either (1) or (2): 

(1) Six (or more) of the following symptoms of inattention have persisted for at least six months to 

a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with developmental level: 

Inattention 

(a) Often makes careless mistakes in schoolwork, work, or other activities. 

(b) Often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities. 

(c) Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly. 

(d) Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or duties 

in the workplace (not due to oppositional behavior or failure to understand instructions). 

(e) Often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities. 

(f) Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sustained mental effort 

(such as schoolwork or homework). 

(g) Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g. toys, school assignments, pencils, books, 

or tools). 

(h) Is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli. 

(i) Is often forgetful in daily activities. 

 

(2) Six (or more) of the following symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity have persisted for at least 

six months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with developmental level: 

Hyperactivity 

(a) Often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat. 

(b) Often leaves seat in classroom or in other situations in which remaining seated is expected. 

(c) Often runs about or climbs excessively in situations in which it is inappropriate (in adolescents 

or adults, may be limited to subjective feelings of restlessness). 

(d) Often has difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly. 

(e) Is often “on the go” or often acts as if “driven by a motor”. 

(f) Often talks excessively. 

Impulsivity 

(g) Often blurts out answers before questions have been completed. 

(h) Often has difficulty awaiting turn. 

(i) Often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g. butts into conversations or games). 

Symptoms must cause significant impairment in two or more settings: social, academic, or 

occupational). 

2.  Prescription 

Control feelings of hyperactivity and impulsivity through drugs. 



Most common way of doing this: Stimulant drugs (Ritalin); Antidepressants (Norpramin or Prozac). 

B.  The Bible’s Perspective 

*This is one of the BIGGEST problems NOT only in the world but in the church as far as so-called 

“disorders” GO… 

Which means we need to understand it—because we will encounter people (with children) who fit this. 

1.  Diagnosis 

i.  Inattention, Hyperactivity and Impulsivity are all just symptoms of sinful, rebellious behavior 

against God. 

This is simply a child “acting out” (or acting as God) and attempting to get their own way.  This is the 

natural rebellious and sinful nature (Psa51:5; 58:3). 

(Even pagan—unbelieving people)—at one time KNEW that what the BIBLE teaches (on this) is right: 

(Listen to what a REPORT issued back in 1950 by the Minnesota Crime Commission regarding babies  

says)… 

“Every baby starts life as a little savage.  He is completely selfish and self-centered.  He wants what he 

wants when he wants it: his bottle, his mother’s attention, his playmate’s toys, his uncle’s watch, or 

whatever.  Deny him these and he seethes with rage and aggressiveness which would be murderous 

were he not so helpless.  He’s dirty, he has no morals, no knowledge, no developed skills.  This means 

that all children, not just certain children, but all children, are born delinquent.  If permitted to continue 

in their self-centered world of infancy, given free reign to their impulsive actions to satisfy each want, 

every child would grow up a criminal, a thief, a killer, a rapist.” 

ii.  Continued patterns of Inattention, Hyperactivity and Impulsivity points to neglect or inconsistency 

in proper parenting. 

((Pro 29:15)) 

iii.  If not corrected, continued patterns of Inattention, Hyperactivity and Impulsivity almost guarantee 

permanency of the same patterns in adulthood. 

“…If permitted to continue in their self-centered world of infancy, given free reign to their impulsive 

actions to satisfy each want, every child would grow up a criminal, a thief, a killer, a rapist.” 

What was once just a seedling of sinful behavior will become an oak tree in the heart whose roots 

extend into every aspect and area of their life.  Bad behavior begets bad habits…bad habits beget a bad 

lifestyle. 

AND in this respect I agree with Jay Adams assessment of Proverbs 22:6… 



(Turn there now and let’s read) ((Pro 22:6)) 

This verse is clearly talking about creating (or establishing) certain habits (or behavioral patterns) in our 

children which will stay with them even into their later adulthood years—versus speaking about 

conversion.  Only God can bring about conversion! 

However, that being said, not all habits we may establish may be good.  This text (I believe along with 

Jay Adams) speaks to bad habits as well.  Habits created by our own bad behavior or by our toleration of 

the child’s own. 

Speaking to this verse, Adams writes… 

“This verse stands not as a promise but as a warning to parents that if they allow a child to train himself 

after his own wishes (permissively) they should not expect him to want to change these patterns when he 

matures.  Children are born sinners and when allowed to follow their own wishes will naturally develop 

sinful habit responses.  The basic thought is that such habit patterns become deep-seated when they 

have been ingrained in the child from the earliest days.” ~Jay Adams 

Again, I agree with him on this—but only partially… 

We can create (through our permissiveness) bad habits and patterns in our children—BUT we can also 

create good ONES (and that we will talk about in a little bit)… 

But for now be aware—AND BEWARE! 

Children left to themselves with the kind of behavior diagnosed by the world as ADD or ADHD will bring 

GREAT grief and sorrow to your own heart I you do not deal with it in a biblical way. 

(Pro 10:1; 17:25) 

2.  Prescription 

Control hyperactive, inattentive and impulsive behavior through discipline and instruction of the Lord. 

Discipline and Instruction as prescribed by the Lord In His Word is the definition of proper parenting and 

the prescription for imparting wisdom which will absolutely cure what the world calls ADD (“Absent Dad 

Disorder”) or ADHD. 

 ((Eph 6:4))  

It is as simple as that!  

Neither (however) can be neglected… 

(AND if you noticed from Ephesians 6 it is primarily the responsibility of the father to see that they are 

carried out…) 

**The issue of “provoking to anger” what is that? 



Causing your children to REGRET the way you carried out your parenting—or “bringing them up” 

AND one the BIGGEST ways parents do this is by denying (rather than acknowledging) that their children 

and their behavior are indeed rebellious and sinful against GOD.  They don’t want to believe that (but 

rather that they have a “learning problem” or were just born with “too much energy”…and because of 

such thinking (then) become slack in doing what God tells them to do by way of instruction and 

discipline. 

So we don’t want to do that… 

We want instead to (again) discipline and instruct according to EXACTLY EVERYTHING that God says (this 

is “discipline and instruction of the Lord”) 

What (then) do these words mean and what do they look like practically? 

i.  Discipline (of the Lord) means to train using the put off/put on principle and structure which forms 

good habits 

Re: the put off/ put on principle: (Eph 4:22-24; Col 3:5-14)   

“The ‘stop doing that’ method of parenting falls short because *people+ change not just by putting off 

sinful habits but also by putting on Godly ones.” ~ Rita Jamison, child and youth nouthetic counselor 

Re:  structure which forms good habits: (Pro 22:6) 

(Ex.  Getting them up at a set time early in the morning every day—whether they have school or not—

Pro 6:9-10, 26:14)  

ii. Discipline (of the Lord) also means pain through safe physical force and verbal reproof. 

(Pro 13:24, 19:18,, 23:13-14, 29:15) (“To cause physical pain without doing physical damage”) 

(Heb 12:11) (Pro 20:30) (Striking with a  “rod” is talked almost every-time discipline and children are 

talked about in the Proverbs --)   (this is how God deals with His children –Psa 89:32) 

a.  When to discipline? 

((Pro 13:24—“diligently” =consistently, constantly and never arbitrarily)) 

Discipline should take place anytime and every-time a child exhibits behavior which is in violation 

against an established authority, rule, given command or instruction…regardless of whether they were 

aware or ignorant of such authority or rule command or instruction.  

((Lev 5:17))    

The punishment administered should not always be physical force… 

Verbal reproof should also be used. 



b.  When to use one versus the other? 

WHEN YOUR CHILDREN NO LONGER ACT LIKE (or ARE) FOOLS. (Pro 10:13, 19:29, 26:3 say that the only 

thing a fool understands is “blows to the back”) 

Which means that if they are still acting like fools—that is the only kind of correction they GET… 

HOWEVER, when they begin receive correction through REPROOF (meaning this is something that you 

are progressively attempting to do with them)…WHEN they receive words of wisdom and self-correct 

their course… 

THEN you know it is time to begin transitioning from spanking as the prescribed discipline to reproof. 

Either due to conformity (which means again they are at least some of time receiving correction through 

reason---or CONVERSION—which means they are SAVED)---either of those TWO are the stopping point 

(or the beginning of the stopping point) for the ROD. 

Conformity is the beginning…Conversion (is the permanent)—and that because (as we said) “we don’t 

spank wise men—and that is what our children have become if they have come to Christ (Col 2). 

c.  How do we know we have carried out discipline in the way God prescribes? 

(Simple) it causes them sorrow, pain enough to bring repentance for their actions. 

((2Co 7:8-9))—notice: “according to the will of God” 

This is why they used to say you always “spank until they are sweet” because otherwise, they are not 

truly repentant for their actions. 

This is the idea behind ((Pro 22:15)) 

d.  Over-disciplining or Under-disciplining: Which should we be most concerned about?  

Under-disciplining is always the warning in Scripture.  It is part of our sinful nature to become fearful of 

doing what God says in discipline and  because they honor their children more than God and therefore 

(they) stop short in the process. 

This is why Proverbs 23:13 says what it does! ((Pro 23:13))  

This is why (also) we have the example of Eli in 1Samuel 3: ((1Sa 3:13 w/ 2:22-25, 29)) 

iii. Instruction (of the Lord) means to teach them what God requires of them as His image-bearers in 

this world. 

And when applied to a child given to Hyperactivity, Inattention and Impulsivity the following are most 

important: 

a.  To repent of their rebellion and give their lives in obedience and trust to Jesus Christ 



*It is important that you not minimize their actions as sin—but confront it and allow the Spirit to do His 

work of using that to effectually convict their heart and bring conversion (Joh 16). 

However, even if the child DOES not get converted—conformity to respectable behavior is possible (1Ti 

3:4; Tit 1:6)! 

Which means we continue to diligently discipline and instruct…EXPECTING and NOT accepting their 

rebellious sinful behavior. 

b.  To practice listening, less- talk, diligence, patience and self-control, respectable behavior and 

submission to authorities at all times. 

The number one (bad excuse) from parents regarding the failure of their kids in these areas:  “Oh they 

are just kids!” 

That is a bad excuse because it doesn’t excuse them of anything.  As a matter of fact, it establishes all 

the ore the need to discipline and instruct in these areas!  Kids CAN do these things if parents are willing 

to love and be obedient to GOD through diligent discipline and instruction in these areas. 

Re: listening and less-talk: 

…Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly. 

…Often talks excessively. 

…Often blurts out answers before questions have been completed. 

(Jam 1:19) (Pro 18:13)  

Re: diligence: 

…Often makes careless mistakes in schoolwork, work, or other activities. 

…Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or duties in the 

workplace (not due to oppositional behavior or failure to understand instructions). 

…Often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities. 

…Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sustained mental effort (such as 

schoolwork or homework). 

(Pro 12:27; Ecc 9:10; Col 4:22-25) 

Re: patience 

…Often blurts out answers before questions have been completed. 

…Often has difficulty awaiting turn. 



(Gal 5:16, 22; Col 3:12) 

Re: self-control  

…Often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat. 

…Often has difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly. 

…Is often “on the go” or often acts as if “driven by a motor”. 

…Often talks excessively. 

(Act 24:25—this is how Luke summarizes the Christian life-it is a life which looks to Christ’s 

righteousness, practices self-control and awaits the coming judgment) 

(Gal 5:22-23)—this is the standard and fruit of kingdom living 

Re: respectable behavior 

All of the above already mentioned could be again listed here! 

But these two in particular stand out… 

…Often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g. butts into conversations or games). 

…Often runs about or climbs excessively in situations in which it is inappropriate 

(Rom 12:17; 2Co 8:21) 

If you don’t expect respectable behavior your children will not give it!  Which means discipline where 

they fail!!! 

Re: submission to authorities 

…Often leaves seat in classroom or in other situations in which remaining seated is expected. 

This is outright insubordination and the child must be disciplined—but they also must be instructed as to 

what God says about submitting to the demands of the established authorities over them. 

(Eph 6:1-3,5-6; Rom 13:1-3; Col 4:22-25; 1Pe 2:18-19) 

c.  To apply their hearts to discipline and their ears to words of knowledge (instruction) 

((Pro 23:12)) 

These two are the basis for everything Solomon says in the Proverbs and what makes the difference 

between a person being wise or a fool. 

(Pro 1:7-9, 4:4-7, 6:23, 8:33, 10:17, 12:1, 15:31-32, 18:1-2, 15, 19:2, 8, 20-27) 



d.  To possess a heart with proper priorities 

Because children are born sinners, they are born as “little idolatry factories” whose main focus is self.  

This means they are SELFISH and their priorities are not GOD’s priorities. 

Which is why (then) they are often distracted, have difficulty or are forgetful in doing their school work –

or other things which are not interesting to them (and their self-focused desires). 

…Often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities. 

…Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sustained mental effort (such as 

schoolwork or homework). 

…Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g. toys, school assignments, pencils, books, or 

tools). 

…Is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli. 

…Is often forgetful in daily activities. 

Parents must instruct their kids to have God’s priorities as their priorities (and discipline them) when 

that is not the case. 

AND God’s priorities include most especially –“HONORING and OBEYING your parents” (Eph 6:1-3) and 

submitting to those in authority over us since they have been established by God (Rom 13:1-3). 

How to help them be focused on these as their priorities (Pro 4:23)-ask them, “What are you thinking 

about (what is in your heart) right now Johnny—honoring the Lord or indulging self?” 

e.  To understand God’s law of cause and effect 

((Gal 6:7-10)) (also as we saw in Col 4:22-25) 

*This is a part (btw) of teaching our children to Fear the Lord ((Psa 34:11-22))  

(Examples of cause and effect are all over the book of Proverbs as Solomon instructs his son through his 

teaching there-Pro 1:20-33; 28:9) 

*In all of these ways we achieve what God requires and bring Him glory.  AND this (then) again is what 

we should be instructing all our children in (not just those who are hyperactive, inattentive, and 

impulsive).     

By the way, there was a recent study done which stated that it takes saying something at least twelve 

times before the average adult actually begins thinking about it… 

Which means you need to also be diligent and constant and consistent in instructing your children with 

the same things (over and over) because I guarantee you that if it is twelve with adults it is much MUCH 

more with children! 



(2Ti 4:2—“with great patience…and instruction”) 

 (SO then) If we are diligent, constant and consistent in our practice of both discipline and instruction 

(biblically understood) then ADD (or ADHD) should never be an issue.  This is actually one of the easiest 

(so-called disorders) to cure since (as I mentioned already) conformity (and self-control)  in children is 

expected among Christian parents as a sign of the parents’ godliness (1Ti 3:4; Tit 1:6).  That being said, 

this tends to be one of the biggest problem areas in need of counseling in the church today—WHY do 

you think this is SO? 

VI.  Alcoholism (Substance Dependence) 

*What is discussed under this section would be true for people suffering other forms of 

dependence/addiction outside just what would be considered a substance (ex.  Pornography, Sexual 

addiction, etc.) 

A.   The World’s Perspective 

1.  Diagnosis (DSM-IV Substance *Dependence) 

*this word refers to something a person is unwilling to live without and in this way is correctly called 

“addiction”) 

Addiction/Dependence:  

 A maladaptive pattern of substance use, leading to clinically significant impairment 

or distress, as manifested by three (or more) of the following, occurring at any time 

in the same 12-month period:  

1. tolerance, as defined by either of the following:  

 a need for markedly increased amounts of the substance to achieve 

intoxication or desired effect  

 markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of 

substance  

2. withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following:  

 the characteristic withdrawal syndrome for the substance  

 the same (or a closely related) substance is taken to relieve or avoid 

withdrawal symptoms  

3. the substance is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than 

was intended  

4. there is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control 

substance use  

5. a great deal of time is spent in activities to obtain the substance, use the 

substance, or recover from its effects  

6. important social, occupational or recreational activities are given up or 

reduced because of substance use  

7. the substance use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or 

recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused 

or exacerbated by the substance (e.g., continued drinking despite recognition 
that an ulcer was made worse by alcohol consumption)  



2.  Prescription 

Exchange addiction to one substance for something that has less consequences or more positive 

implications. 

Example of the most popular way of dealing with this today:  Alcoholics Anonymous; Drug Therapy 

(Campral, Tegretol)/Sex Addicts Anonymous 

The danger in this: (Luke 11:23-26)  

B.  The Bible’s Perspective 

1.  Diagnosis 

i.  The human body cannot become addicted to alcohol (i.e. physical addiction), nor is alcoholism a 

disease, therefore such addiction is spiritual/mental in nature. 

Alcohol (in this way) is no different than a person who is addicted to pornography or gambling, it is a 

spirit issue not a body issue.  Their body doesn’t need it to live—it’s their spirit which thinks it needs it 

and is now affecting the body through such desires (psychosomatic). 

If this were not true, then programs like AA would be useless (since they offer no drug therapy or do not 

treat anything physiologically).  It is entirely psychological. 

“Despite the many studies on alcoholism…none of them show that addictive behavior is clearly 

biological.  No one has found a gene or chemical imbalance.  Most researchers are quick to point out that 

genes can influence people…but there is a huge difference between being influenced by genetics and 

being determined by it.” ~Ed T. Welch 

Drunkenness is sin not sickness: (Eph 5:18; Rom 13:13; 1Co 5:11, 6:9-10; Gal 5:21; 1Pe 4:3) 

Dependency on alcohol is also sin: ((Pro 23:29-35) 

Sexual immorality is also sin not sickness (1Co 5:19-21; 1Co 5:9-10) 

ii.  Any spiritual addiction outside God is the first sign that a person is still in an unregenerate state.  

(2Ti 2:24-26) (1Jo 5:19) 

2.  Prescription 

Free them from all addiction through the power of Salvation and new life in Jesus Christ. 

i.  Evangelize them:  Call them to repentance and faith in Christ. 

ii.  Teach them that through Christ we are set free from our former bondage and addiction to sin and 

sinful living. 



(Joh 8:31-34) (1Co 10:13; 1Jo 4:4; Phi 4:13; Heb 12:1-2) (1Co 6:12) 

iii.  Teach them about the deceitfulness of sin and the need therefore of the church community. 

(Heb 3:12-14) 

“Addiction doesn’t feel like rebellion (or sin) against God.  It feels more innocent—like a brief, potentially 

reversible decision just to give a little bit more to our desires…” ~ Ed T. Welch 

And this is the deceitfulness of sin—it makes us feel like what we are doing is NOT sin---but instead 

innocent—just a helpless lapse in action for which we are the helpless victim.  In other words, it makes 

us feel as though we are better (spiritually speaking) than we really are. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

FINAL QUESTION:  What if a person had a true physical addiction? 

Then it is a physical problem and should be treated through physical means (i.e. drugs, etc.) 


